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• Multiple Gravity Assist with 1 Deep Space Maneuver
Phase-Wise Gene Recombination
…
Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase p
…
…






• Single trial evaluations
• Trial creation by Phase-wise GA-style 
or DE-inspired recombination
• “Bin” repository structure – requires 
an initialization period
• Non-exclusionary “Kill Distance”
• Population collapse mechanic
• Main loop
• Creation – Probabilistic switch between 
GA and DE creation types
• Locally optimize 











Phase Genetic Solver –Population 
Collapse
• Likelihood of producing better solutions increased as the bin fills with feasible 
solutions
• Fitness avalanche observed if necessary elements exist in population
• If such material is missing, the bin convergences in fitness space 












• OSIRIS-REx with 90ᵒ spacecraft target Sun angle
• OSIRIS-REx with 45ᵒ spacecraft target Sun angle
𝒗∞
Cassini 2
• Academic model problem based on the Cassini mission
• Bounded time of flight
• Single journey from Earth to Saturn with a fly-by sequence of: 
Venus, Venus, Earth, Jupiter
• Rendezvous condition at Saturn
• Objective function: minimize Δv
Results – Cassini 2
• Total Δv : 8.4878
• Flight time (y): 8.0000

Tested Tunings – Cassini 2
Messenger Reduced
• Academic model problem based on the Messenger mission
• Bounded time of flight
• Single journey from Earth to Mercury with a fly-by sequence 
of: Earth, Venus, Venus
• Rendezvous condition at Mercury
• Objective function: minimize Δv
Results –Messenger Reduced
• Total Δv : 7.8483
• Flight time (y): 4.1872

Results –Messenger Reduced 
• Total Δv : 7.7005
• Flight time (y): 
4.3597
Tested Tunings –Messenger Reduced
OSIRIS-REx
• 2 Journey Mission
• Journey 1: Earth to Bennu with 1 Earth fly-by
• Journey 2: Bennu to Earth
• Bounded allowable spacecraft target Sun angle at Bennu
• Trial 1: 90ᵒ
• Trial 2: 45ᵒ
• Objective function: minimize Δv
Results –OSIRIS-REx 90ᵒ
• Total Δv : 0.7238
• Outbound Δv: 0.4624




• Total Δv : 0.7241
• Outbound Δv: 0.4625
• Flight time (y): 7.0040 Launch day: 9-23-2016

Tested Tunings –OSIRIS-REx45ᵒ
Conclusions – FIX 
• The Phase Genetic Solver works very well on the chemical 
mission problems tested
• Tuned problems are solved reliably
• A tuning law has yet to be developed
• This method can be extended to any problem where grouped 
decision variables have additional meaning
Questions?
